Our safe, comfortable, well-lit modules are designed from the ground up to give you a space where you can
focus on what matters most, your patient.

As a medic, your ambulance is your office. The last thing you should be worried about is the safety and comfort
of that space. We know very well the functional limitations many of our competitors build into their vehicles. The
cramped, poorly-lit, hot environment they provide simply adds to the stress you’re already under as you care for
the life of another human being.
You shouldn’t have to worry about your ambulance. It should help you improve your ability to provide care. And
you shouldn’t have to pay extra for safety and comfort.

EFFICIENT INTERIOR LAYOUTS KEEP EQUIPMENT WITHIN ARMS REACH

Frazer designs with you, the Medic, in mind. Our customers tell us
their challenges. We go to work engineering solutions.
Our spacious interior allows six medics to comfortably work on a
patient at one time. Ultra-durable, all-aluminum cabinets are strategically positioned within the module to allow for easy access while
seated and safe. Our air conditioning system, unsurpassed in the
industry, does away with the days of “drip air” and keeps your office
ice cold whether out in the field or back at the station. Expansive aisle
width allows for patient coverage on all sides without being cramped
and smashed. All LED interior dome lighting gives you extreme visibility, and, coupled with our bright white interior surfaces, makes our
modules feel like the mobile ERs they’re meant to be. Along with our
incredibly strong frame construction, designed to meet the most
stringent safety requirements, these are ALL standard features.

All Frazer units come with
powerful all LED interior
lighting, resulting in one of
the brightest & safest work
environments around.

A Rural Texas EMS department with a 1000 square mile service area needed a unique solution
featuring sufficient space for the extra gear required to support the wide range of call types they
encountered. Additionally they needed to keep the medics cool during extreme summer heat and
long transports. They found the overall storage in their previous units insufficient for extrication
tools, ultrasound monitors and other critical equipment. They needed air conditioning to withstand
the Texas heat. Mostly they needed someone to customize the vehicle and stay within budget.
Frazer built and delivered a custom Type I 14’ generator-powered module on a RAM 4500 series
diesel chassis in October 2016. Our unique door-forward configuration allows ample space for all
their equipment needs and call types, our ice-cold air conditioning keeps the medics comfortable,
and it all stayed within budget. According to a medic with the service, "Frazer has the best A/C on
the market!"
Rural EMS is subject to extreme variation in call types. By working closely with the customer,
Frazer provided a unique solution that not only allowed for storage of all critical gear but also
ensured medics were cool and comfortable in high heat and long transport scenarios. With
Frazer's legendary durability and reduced service times Medics stay in their Frazer. As this
customer states, "No one likes getting in a backup."

Adjustable Shelving

As a medic, you never want to
worry about not having enough
storage.
This is why every Frazer unit
comes loaded with abundant
storage options that are designed
to handle all of your life saving
gear.

Inside / Outside Compartments

We specialize in Emergency Medical Service vehicles
suitable for licensing and use as Mobile Clinics,
Mobile Stroke Units and Ambulances.

Our winter put to rest any concerns regarding
staying warm in a Frazer. And the A/C unit in
the summer rocks! We have been between
95° and 100° many days and I take a coat if
I'm riding with a patient. Good job and thanks
for leading us in the right direction.

Joe Keena, Firefighter / EMT
Altoona Fire Department

